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Abstract Switching between two tasks results in switch

costs, which are increased error rates and response times in

comparison to repeating a task. Switch costs are attributed

to a change in task set, which is the internalized rule of how

to respond to a stimulus. However, it is not clear if this is

because the instruction about which task to perform has

changed, or because a programmed response has changed.

We examined this question by changing the instruction

about whether to perform a pro or an antisaccade to a

stimulus, before or after the stimulus was presented. As a

saccade response is specified by instruction plus stimulus

position, changing the instruction after the stimulus was

present resulted in a change in the specified response,

whereas changing the instruction beforehand did not. Three

experiments investigated; (i) if changing instruction alone

or changing the specified response produced switch costs;

(ii) if predictability of switching instruction influenced

switch costs; and (iii) if predictability of stimulus position

influenced switch costs. Regardless of instruction or stim-

ulus predictability, switch costs for both pro and antisac-

cades consistently resulted if the specified response

switched. This suggests that a pro or antisaccade motor

program was automatically programmed based on a pre-

sented instruction and stimulus position. Therefore, the

given physical information drove switch costs, even if

subjects could predict a change in task. This study dem-

onstrates that switch costs result if changing an instruction

changes a programmed response.

Keywords Prosaccade � Antisaccade � Switch cost �
Switch benefit � Task set

Introduction

The choice to perform one task instead of another is a

hallmark of human executive functioning. However, flex-

ibly changing from one task to another results in impair-

ments in performance. In the laboratory setting this is

explored by monitoring performance when two or more

tasks are interleaved. Namely, subjects are slower to re-

spond if the task on the current trial is different from the

task on the previous trial (Allport et al. 1994; Jersild 1927;

Rogers and Monsell 1995; Spector and Biederman 1976).

Subjects also make more errors when the task switches

from one trial to the next. These increases in response time

and error rates when switching task are referred to as

‘switch costs’.
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Switch costs represent a basic but fundamental measure

of the ease in which the brain can flexibly control behavior.

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) studies

suggest that flexibly switching task is mediated by the

prefrontal cortex, the pre-supplementary motor area, basal

ganglia and parietal cortex (e.g., Brass and von Cramon

2004, 2002; Monchi et al. 2001; Yeung et al. 2006). Le-

sions or degeneration in these areas can lead to task-

switching impairments (Miller and Cohen 2001; Milner

1963; Monchi et al. 2004). However, the precise neural

origins of switch costs are unclear.

There is substantial evidence that switching task re-

quires executive processes to switch ‘task set.’ ‘Task set’

refers to the internalized rules about how to respond to a

stimulus (e.g., Allport et al. 1994; Rogers and Monsell

1995; Schuch and Koch 2003). Evidence suggests that

‘task set’ can be subdivided into components that can be

configured endogenously in advance of stimulus presenta-

tion, and into other components that are triggered upon

presentation of the stimulus to act upon (Barton et al. 2006;

De Jong 2000; Matthews et al. 2002; Monsell 2003; Rogers

and Monsell 1995). Meiran (2000) proposed that task set

can be divided into ‘stimulus set’ (prepared based on an

instruction) and ‘response set’ (pertaining to the execution

of a response to the stimulus). Therefore it is possible that

task set prepared based on an instruction may simply be a

rule about what to do; whereas task set triggered by the

target stimulus may be a response program that is auto-

matically prepared. The aim of the current study is to

investigate how switching only an internalized rule differs

from switching a programmed motor response.

Recent studies have investigated how switch costs are

related to selecting and executing a response (e.g., Koch

and Allport 2006; Meiran 2000; Schuch and Koch 2003;

Wylie et al. 2004). These studies have used methods such

as: priming the subject to execute one motor response over

another (e.g., hit left key), interleaving no-go trials (where

a response was not executed on the previous trial), and

examining the interference from two responses that share a

common response mapping (e.g., hitting left key as a valid

response to either task). However, in each case the com-

parison (switch vs. repeat task) is made between the current

trial that includes an instruction and a response, and the

previous trial that also included an instruction and a re-

sponse. Therefore, these studies cannot directly examine

the difference between switching a response process versus

switching only a rule. Comparing across trials mixes both

processes, and can include other sources that affect

responding, such as previous saccade direction and previ-

ous stimulus location (see Fecteau and Munoz 2003 for

review).

In the present study, we used a mid-trial change of

instruction that could occur before or after the target

stimulus was presented. On each trial, a colored fixation

point dictated to perform a prosaccade to a peripheral

stimulus, or an antisaccade away from the stimulus. If this

fixation point changed color before the stimulus was

present, it did not constitute a change of response, only a

change in the rule about what task to perform on that trial.

However, if the instruction changed after the stimulus was

present, the required response was also changed.

We used prosaccades and antisaccades because distinct

responses (saccade left or saccade right) are dictated by an

instruction plus stimulus position. A large body of litera-

ture exists on their neurophysiological processes, and we

know that the presentation of a stimulus will automatically

evoke response processes (Dorris and Munoz 1998; Ever-

ling and De Souza 2005; Everling and Munoz 2000;

Munoz and Everling 2004). Secondly, studies have shown

that the prefrontal cortex is involved in configuring to the

appropriate saccade task using fMRI of humans (De Souza

et al. 2003) and neurophysiology in monkeys (Everling and

De Souza 2005). Furthermore, there are no issues of

overlapping stimulus response mappings, as on each trial

the leftward saccade response is exclusively associated

with one task, and the rightward response is exclusively

associated with the other task.

In Experiment 1, we investigated how manipulating

when the instruction change occurred affected when switch

costs occurred. Importantly, we could classify the instruc-

tion change as before or after a response could be pro-

grammed. In Experiment 2, we investigated the effect of

prior information suggesting whether the instruction would

change or remain the same, in order to determine if pre-

dicting instruction change would result in switch costs if a

response could be voluntarily programmed in advance of

stimulus presentation. Finally, in Experiment 3 we exam-

ined the possibility that subjects could prepare a saccade

response in advance of the stimulus, if they could predict

where the stimulus would appear.

Our results suggest that the appropriate saccade re-

sponse was automatically prepared based on the instruction

(fixation point color) and stimulus position. Switching the

motor program (either prosaccade or antisaccade), and not

switching the rule alone, was the critical element in switch

cost production.

Experiment 1: Effect of instruction change

In Experiment 1 we established when a change of

instruction during the trial produced switch costs. We

varied the time at which the change in instruction could

occur, henceforth known as ‘switch time,’ before stimulus

onset, concurrently with stimulus onset, or after stimulus

onset (Fig. 1). We also controlled for the fact that changes
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in fixation color or luminance alone could be responsible

for switch costs, even if they did not convey instruction.

Methods

Participants

All experimental procedures were reviewed and approved

by the Queen’s University Human Research Ethics Board,

and adhere to the Declaration of Helsinki. Twelve indi-

viduals with normal or corrected-to-normal vision were

recruited from the Queen’s University population and

provided their informed consent prior to participating.

They were compensated for their participation ($10/h).

Three of the participants were male, and the age range of

the participants was 20–25.

Design and procedure

Horizontal eye position was monitored online with DC-

electrooculography (EOG). To minimize DC drift the skin

was cleaned with rubbing alcohol and the subjects wore the

electrodes for approximately 5–10 min before the experi-

ment began. Additional DC drift was corrected manually

during the experiment. Stimulus presentation and moni-

toring of eye position were done using REX Version 5.4,

sampling at 1,000 Hz (Hays et al. 1982). Prior to data

collection the EOG signal was calibrated to 10� left, 10�
right and 0�. Eye-movement and statistical analyses were

conducted in MATLAB 7.0 (The Mathworks).

Subjects were seated 1 m from a tangent visual screen

immediately behind an array of LED stimuli. A head rest

was used to maintain head position. All of the experiments

were conducted in the dark, however, the screen was dif-

fusely illuminated for 600 ms between trials to prevent

dark adaptation. The subjects performed a saccade task that

required them to initiate a saccade to or away from a

stimulus (red or green LED; dual red/green diode, red: 5.0

cd/m2, green: 15.0 cd/m2), that appeared 10� to the left or

right of center. The basic parameters of the task remained

the same across three separate days of the experiment, and

are illustrated in Fig. 1. All 12 subjects participated in all

3 days, and performed either an interleaved pro-antisac-

cade task, or a blocked pro-antisaccade task depending on

the day.

Interleaved pro-antisaccade task

Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation point at

center (red or green LED, tri red/green/blue diode, red:

8.0 cd/m2, green: 3.0 cd/m2) (Fig. 1). Subjects were told

that one fixation color dictated to perform a prosaccade

(look towards) to the 10� stimulus, and the other color

dictated to perform an antisaccade (look away) from the

stimulus. Instruction color was counterbalanced between

subjects, but for each subject the 10� stimulus was always

the identical color as the prosaccade instruction color at

fixation. The stimulus was presented pseudoramdomly to

the left or right 1,300 ms after the subjects fixated the

central fixation point. At five variable times relative to

stimulus appearance (‘switch times’), the central fixation

point was extinguished for 100 ms, and then reappeared as

either the same or opposite color. About 50% of the trials

incorporated this switching of fixation color. The onset of

this second fixation point was –800, –400, –200, 0, 200 ms

with respect to stimulus appearance, corresponding to the

five different switch times in the experiment (recall that on

only half the trials did the instruction actually switch).

Early switch times were included to be sure we allowed

sufficient time for a rule to be changed in advance of

stimulus presentation (e.g., –800 ms). Note that on the 0

before stimulus onset

2nd fixation, 
stimulus 

& response

at stimulus onset

100 ms

1st

fixation

after stimulus onset

100 ms

2nd fixation
& response 

stimulus 

100 ms

stimulus 
& response

2nd

fixation

800, 400, 
200 ms

1300 ms400, 800, 
1000 ms

1200 ms

a

fixation
gap

fixation
gap

fixation
gap

100 ms

b cFig. 1 Parameters for

experiment, showing timing of

experimental events. Note that

switch times are defined as

when the second fixation point

appeared relative to stimulus

onset: a second fixation point

appeared before stimulus onset
(switch times of –800, –400,

–200 ms); b second fixation

point appeared at stimulus onset
(switch time of 0 ms); c second

fixation point appeared after
stimulus onset (switch time of

+200 ms) [red (dark gray
circle) prosaccade, green (light
gray circle) antisaccade

condition]
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and +200 ms switch time trials the second fixation point

appeared concurrently with (0) or after (+200) stimulus

appearance. Therefore, subjects were told to obey the

second instruction, and be sure to wait for its appearance

before initiating the appropriate response. The 100 ms gap

in fixation allowed us to compare trials in which the second

fixation point was the same (‘nonswitch’) to those in which

it switched (‘switch’), at each of the five switch times. The

100 ms gap also made sure that both switch and nonswitch

trials had a change in stimulation at fixation.

Subjects were required to perform 200 correct trials per

block, and completed 3 blocks in total. Before completing

the 600 correct trials, subjects were given a practice block

that consisted of nonswitch trials only of interleaved pro-

antisaccades. Subjects were required to complete 100

correct practice trials.

Blocked pro-antisaccade task

The blocked pro-antisaccade task was conducted to con-

trol for the fact that switch costs were not driven only by

a change in fixation color, but required a change in task

instruction. Subjects performed blocks of prosaccades and

antisaccades using the same parameters as in the inter-

leaved pro-antisaccade task, but they did not have to use

the instruction given by the fixation color, since they

knew which task to perform for the entire block. The

second fixation color always corresponded with a pro or

antisaccade in each block, even though 50% of the trials

were switch trials. Subjects were informed that the first

fixation point may be a different color from the second,

however, they were to always execute prosaccades or

antisaccades depending on the block. Subjects performed

2 blocks of 150 pro trials, and 2 blocks of 150 anti trials.

Pro or anti-block order was counterbalanced across sub-

jects. Subjects were instructed to perform the desired

saccade, making sure to wait until the second fixation

light had appeared.

Order of tasks

All 12 subjects participated in the 3 sessions on 3 separate

days, and performed the pro-antisaccade tasks in the fol-

lowing order: blocked pro-antisaccade task (Day 1),

interleaved pro-antisaccade task (Day 2), blocked pro-

antisaccade task (Day 3).

Analysis

Failure to fixate the first fixation point within 5 s, failure to

maintain fixation, failure to initiate a saccade, and failure to

fixate the saccade target for at least 160 ms were recorded

as ‘rejection errors’ and removed from analysis. Responses

were analyzed such that pro and antisaccade trials refer to

the saccade dictated by the second fixation color. For

example, prosaccade switch trials are those in which the

first fixation color indicated an antisaccade, and the second

fixation color indicated a prosaccade. Prosaccade non-

switch trials are those in which both the first and second

fixation color indicated to make a prosaccade. Response

time was defined as the time from when the stimulus ap-

peared to when the first saccade away from fixation ex-

ceeded 30�/s. This meant that response times at the

+200 ms switch time included a delay of 200 ms while the

subjects waited to receive the second fixation point.

The errors of primary interest were those in which

subjects executed the wrong saccade based on the second

instruction (a prosaccade on anti instruction and vice ver-

sa), and errors in which the subject anticipated the response

(executed a saccade on +200 ms trials before or within

70 ms of the onset of the second fixation instruction).

These errors were labeled as ‘direction’ and ‘anticipatory

errors’, respectively, and were analyzed separately. The

percentage of direction and anticipatory errors were cal-

culated by dividing the errors by the total number of valid

trials (correct trials + direction error trials + anticipatory

error trials).

Switch costs and switch benefits (for response time and

direction errors) at each switch time were calculated by

subtracting the mean of nonswitch trials from the mean of

switch trials of the twelve subjects (see Supplementary

Table 1). A positive value indicated a switch cost, and a

negative value indicated a ‘switch benefit’. A priori, we

wished to examine when switch costs were found across

the switch times. T-tests were used for response time and

Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests were used for direction er-

rors. We also examined how switch costs depended on

Day (blocked or interleaved tasks). Therefore, one way

ANOVAs were performed at each switch time to compare

how switch costs were affected by task (e.g. blocked or

interleaved). For direction errors, we used the simple

subtraction as an index of switch costs. For response time,

however, we used a normalized index in the following

way:

switch cost index

¼ MEANsw�MEANnon

jMEANsw�MEANnon j +
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

(SDsw)2 + (SDnon)2
p :

This index incorporates variability in response times, in

addition to mean response times (Prince et al. 2002). We

did not assume the variability in response time would be

the same at each switch time or the same in the blocked and
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interleaved tasks. If the difference of the means is large and

the variance is small, this index is close to ±1 depending on

which mean is larger. However, if the variance is large, the

switch cost indices are smaller.

A repeated-measures ANOVA across the switch times

was not conducted, as the 200 ms delay would alter the

statistical tests, and we were not interested in such inter-

actions.

Results

Supplementary Table 1a–c shows when significant

switch costs and switch benefits developed for Days 1, 2 and

3, respectively. Corresponding statistical tests are shown.

Response time

Large switch costs of 94 ms for prosaccades were found

in the interleaved task (Day 2) at the +200 ms switch time

(Fig. 2a, top-middle panel). Similarly, large switch costs

of 88 ms for antisaccades were found at +200 ms. Switch

costs were not found before stimulus onset in either the

blocked or interleaved tasks (P > 0.14), however, switch

benefits did occur at the –800 and –400 ms switch times

(Fig. 2). There was an effect of whether subjects per-

formed the blocked task or the interleaved task, such that

switch costs were largest in the interleaved task at the

+200 ms switch time (Fig. 2b). One-way ANOVAs

demonstrated that these switch costs were significantly

larger in the interleaved task than in the blocked

task [prosaccades, F(1,2) = 6.00, P < 0.01; antisaccades,

F(1,2) = 5.25, P < 0.05] (Fig. 2b). Paired t-tests revealed

that switch costs did not differ between pro and antisac-

cades at any switch time in either the blocked or inter-

leaved tasks (P > 0.07). To summarize, response time

switch costs did not develop before stimulus onset, how-

ever, some significant switch benefits were found. Switch

costs were significantly larger in the interleaved task

(Day 2).
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Fig. 2 a Response times

(mean ± SE) relative to

stimulus onset for pro and

antisaccade switch trials (solid
traces) and for nonswitch trials

(dotted traces) in Experiment 1.

Left panels show response times

across the five switch times for

pro and antisaccades in the

blocked pro-antisaccade task on

Day 1. Center panels show

response times in the

interleaved pro-antisaccade task

on Day 2. Right panels show

response times in the blocked

pro-antisaccade task on Day 3. b
Comparison of response time

switch cost indices (see

‘‘Methods’’) between switch

and nonswitch trials across Day

1, Day 2 and Day 3. Positive

index values indicate switch

costs
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Direction and anticipatory errors

Direction error rates followed the same trends as response

times. Switch costs occurred at the 0 ms and +200 ms

switch times on Day 2 (Fig. 3a, b), and did not occur at

pre-stimulus switch times. Switch costs were significantly

larger in the interleaved task (Day 2) (P < 0.01) (Fig. 3b).

Significant switch benefits were found at the –400 ms

switch time, P < 0.01 (Fig. 3a, bottom-middle panel). This

resulted in a marginally significant difference of switch

benefits between pro and antisaccades at this switch time

only (P < 0.05). No other switch costs or benefits were

significant at any other switch time for either the blocked,

P > 0.09, or interleaved task, P > 0.075.

Post-hoc analysis showed that subjects made signifi-

cantly more errors altogether on prosaccade trials (switch +

nonswitch) in the interleaved task than in the blocked task

(t-test, P < 0.01). There was a significant difference in

overall antisaccade direction errors in comparison to pro-

saccades at the +200 ms switch time in the interleaved task

(P < 0.05). There was no significant differences at any

other switch time (P > 0.07). There was not a significant

difference between antisaccade direction errors across the

3 days, except at +200 ms (P < 0.01).

In the blocked tasks subjects made significantly more

anticipatory errors, accounting for the low percentage of

direction errors at the +200 ms switch time on Days 1 and

3. We subdivided these anticipatory errors into ‘‘anticipa-

tory congruent’’ and ‘‘anticipatory incongruent’’ with

reference to the first instruction (Fig. 4). Anticipatory

congruent errors refer to those that were in the correct

direction (towards or away from the stimulus) associated

with the color of the first instruction. Incongruent refer to

those errors that were in the direction against what was

associated with the first instruction. For the blocked tasks,

subjects consistently made significantly more anticipatory

switch time (ms)
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Fig. 3 a Percent direction

errors (mean ± SE) for pro and

antisaccade switch trials (solid
traces) and for nonswitch trials

(dotted traces) in Experiment 1.

Left panels show direction

errors across the five switch

times for pro and antisaccades

in the blocked pro-antisaccade

task on Day 1. Center and right
panels show direction errors for

the interleaved task on Day 2,

and blocked task on Day 3,

respectively. b Comparison of

direction error switch costs

across the five switch times for

Days 1, 2 and 3
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congruent errors on nonswitch trials than on switch trials

(P < 0.05) (Fig. 4, left and right panels). In contrast, sub-

jects made significantly more anticipatory incongruent er-

rors on switch trials than on nonswitch trials (P < 0.05)

(Fig. 4, left and right panels). In all cases, there was a

significantly greater percentage of incongruent errors than

congruent errors on switch trials (P < 0.05). In addition,

there was a greater percentage of congruent errors than

incongruent errors on nonswitch trials (P = 0.05). In the

interleaved task, anticipatory errors were less than 12%

(Fig. 4, middle panels). There was a significant difference

of more anticipatory congruent errors for nonswitch pro-

saccades than switch prosaccades (P < 0.05). For the

nonswitch prosaccades, anticipatory congruent errors were

greater than incongruent (P < 0.05). To summarize,

anticipatory errors were high in the blocked task, such that

on switch trials subjects made mostly anticipatory incon-

gruent errors, where as on nonswitch trials subjects made

mostly anticipatory congruent errors with respect to the

first instruction. This is consistent with the requirement to

perform only pro or antisaccades depending on the block.

Discussion

Switch benefits

Recent studies using interleaved pro and antisaccades

have revealed response time switch benefits for antisac-

cades (Barton et al. 2006; Cherkasova et al. 2002; Fecteau

et al. 2004; Manoach et al. 2002). Barton et al. (2006)

suggested that the origin of these switch benefits results

from persisting response-system inhibition from the pre-

vious antisaccade which required inhibiting a reflexive

saccade to the stimulus. Antisaccades that follow pro-

saccades (switching task) do not have to overcome this

inhibition (Barton et al. 2006). We observed switch costs

and switch benefits regardless of pro or antisaccade (see

Figs. 2, 3), suggesting that inhibition related to one task

alone cannot explain our findings. We believe that in our

task, subjects were volitionally controlling both pro and

antisaccades, based on the difficulty of the interleaved

task. We found that prosaccade response times were

slower in comparison with those found in basic reflexive-
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specified by the first fixation
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Left panels show anticipatory

errorsin the blocked pro-

antisaccade task on Day 1.
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blocked task on Day 3,
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prosaccade tasks (Fischer and Weber 1992, 1997; Munoz

et al. 1998). Increased latency in both pro and antisac-

cades has also been found in other saccade studies of

countermanding, dual-task performance and task-switch-

ing (Hunt and Klein 2002; Kristjansson et al. 2001;

Matthews et al. 2002). As shown in Fig. 2, prosaccade

response times were consistently faster in the blocked

tasks than in the interleaved tasks (P < 0.05).

We cannot explain what is driving the switch benefits

from this experiment. One possibility is that while we

controlled for a temporal warning effect with the 100 ms

gap, the saliency of a change of instruction prior to stim-

ulus appearance may have had some additional effect on

increasing the readiness to respond. This could lead to

subjects executing the response faster on trials in which the

instruction switched early in the trial.

Switch costs

We controlled for the fact that switch costs might be

mediated by the changing color or luminance at fixation.

There were small response time switch costs in the

blocked tasks on Day 1 and 3, however, these costs were

much smaller than on Day 2 and were not present in

direction errors (Figs. 2, 3). Secondly, anticipatory errors

suggest that subjects were not influenced by the first

instruction in the blocked task (Fig. 4). If a high propor-

tion of anticipatory congruent errors had resulted for ei-

ther switch or nonswitch trials, this would suggest that the

subjects had generated a response based on the color of

the first fixation point, rather than simply failing to delay

responding. This indicates that color change alone did not

change task set.

The results from the interleaved task (Day 2) suggest

that: (i) physical information is strong enough to drive

switch costs, and (ii) switch costs do not result before the

stimulus is present. Since the switch-trial probability was

50%, the first instruction carried no response-related

information, so subjects had to rely on the instruction

carried by the second fixation color to execute the correct

response. Importantly, switch costs were still found for

both prosaccades and antisaccades after stimulus onset.

This suggests that the first instruction automatically in-

duced a corresponding task set. The motivation of Exper-

iment 2 was to examine the role of voluntarily changing

task set. If switching of instruction could be predicted,

switch costs might result at the negative switch times be-

cause subjects could use this information to change task set

in advance of the stimulus. If this occurred, it would also

demonstrate that the instruction induced a task set, before

the stimulus was present.

Experiment 2: Effect of switch trial probability

In Experiment 1, switch costs resulted despite the subjects

having no information of whether the instruction would

change or remain the same. In Experiment 2 we manipu-

lated the probability that the current trial would include a

change in instruction. Previous studies have demonstrated

that switch costs are reduced if one is able to predict that a

switch will occur (Monsell 1996; Rogers and Monsell

1995). We predicted that switch costs might decrease, or

reverse to switch benefits, if the subjects expected a switch

of instruction, and therefore could switch task set. For

example, switch benefits at +200 ms might imply that the

subjects configured a task set against the first instruction,

using the information that the instruction would likely

switch.

Methods

Participants

Twelve different participants performed the interleaved

pro-antisaccade task, in which the probability that the first

fixation color would switch was varied. Two of the par-

ticipants (IC and MW) were co-authors on the paper. Eight

were male, and the age range was 20–28.

Design and procedure

Three sessions of the task were run, such that switch-trial

probability in each session was either 25, 50 or 75%.

Subjects performed the experiment across three separate

days, and the order in which each subject received the three

versions was counterbalanced. Subjects were not informed

of the switching probability by the experimenter.

The experimental conditions were identical to those of

Experiment 1, however, nine of the subjects performed the

task in a different laboratory, where they were seated 80 cm

from the screen. For these subjects, stimulus eccentricity

was 15�. The performance of the nine subjects in the second

laboratory was compared to the performance of three sub-

jects in the first laboratory (1 m from screen, 10� targets)

and did not show behavioral differences. To control for any

differences between the laboratories, experimental condi-

tions and subjects, we replicated the 50% interleaved pro-

antisaccade task from Experiment 1 in addition to exploring

the effects at 25 and 75% switch probability. Subjects were

required to perform 200 correct trials per block, and com-

pleted 3 blocks in total as in Experiment 1. About 100

correct practice trials (interleaved pro-antisaccades of

nonswitch trials only) were given beforehand.
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Results

Supplementary Table 2 shows significant switch costs,

switch benefits and statistical tests for Experiment 2.

Response time

As shown in Fig. 5a, b, increasing the switch probability

from 25% to 50% and to 75% meant that switch costs

decreased at the post-stimulus switch time. Large response

time switch costs were always found at the +200 ms switch

time (P < 0.01), however, as the switch probability in-

creased to 75%, switch costs decreased, F(1,2) = 7.69,

P < 0.01. For antisaccades, switch costs were also largest

in the 25% condition at 0 ms, F(1,2) = 11.31, P < 0.001,

and +200 ms, F(1,2) = 8.34, P < 0.01 (Fig. 5b). Switch

costs were also consistently found at the 0 ms switch time

in the 50 and 25% switch probability conditions, P < 0.01.

However, switch costs at the 0 ms switch time were less

than the switch costs found at the +200 ms switch time.

In the 25% switch probability condition, small switch

costs of 17 ms were found before stimulus onset at

–200 ms for prosaccades (Fig. 5a, top-left panel). This was

the only instance in which switch costs were found before

stimulus onset.

Switch benefits were found at the –800 ms switch time

for both prosaccades and antisaccades in all three proba-

bility conditions (P < 0.05). Switch benefits were also

found at the –400 ms switch time in the 50% switch

probability (Fig. 5a, middle panels), and at –200 ms for

antisaccades at 75% switch probability (Fig. 5a, bottom-

right panel). Response time switch benefits were not sig-

nificantly modulated by switch probability (P > 0.08).

Switch costs were marginally higher for prosaccades in

the 25% switch probability condition at the –200 ms switch

time (t-test, P < 0.05). In the 50% switch probability con-
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dition, switch costs were significantly higher for prosaccades

at the +200 ms switch time (P < 0.01). Similarly in the 75%

condition, switch costs were significantly higher for pro-

saccades at 0 ms, P < 0.001, and at +200 ms, P < 0.01.

Direction errors

Figure 6 shows how the occurrence of direction errors

changed systematically across the three switch trial prob-

abilities. Significant switch costs were consistently found at

+200 ms in all conditions (P < 0.05) (Fig. 6a), but reduced

as the probability of switching instruction increased

(Fig. 6). This resulted in switch costs being significantly

largest in the 25% condition, and smallest in the 75%

condition for antisaccades at +200 ms, F(1,2) = 3.58,

P < 0.5 (Fig. 6b). Switch benefits for direction errors never

occurred, P > 0.21.

Subjects made at most 3.8% anticipatory errors in

Experiment 2, and thus will not be described further (t-test,

P > 0.13). There was no significant difference in error rate

switch costs between pro and antisaccades, however, there

were marginally greater switch costs for antisaccades at the

0 ms switch time in the 25% condition (t-test, P < 0.05).

Discussion

Significant switch costs were consistently found at the

+200 ms switch time regardless of switch trial probability.

Information supporting switching could not eliminate

switch costs. Therefore, while switch costs were affected

by prior information, a component of task set appears to be

triggered automatically by the color at fixation. We spec-

ulate that the first instruction biased the system to auto-
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matically program the corresponding response when the

stimulus appeared. This occurred despite information

suggesting the instruction would switch to the opposite

task. Therefore, switch costs may result from the switching

of a response program, automatically prepared at stimulus

onset. Information related to switch probability modulated

switch costs, suggesting that there is a second component

of task set that was volitionally controlled. As there were

small response time switch costs that appeared before

stimulus onset (–200 ms, prosaccades, 25% switch proba-

bility) this suggests that the subjects were able to adopt a

task set (internalized rule) based on the first instruction

before stimulus onset.

Experiment 3: Effect of stimulus location probability

If switch costs result from the switching of a programmed

motor response, switch costs also may result if the stimulus

itself changes a motor program. Previous evidence has

demonstrated that stimulus predictability can reduce pro

and antisaccade latencies toward, or away from, the pre-

dicted stimulus location (Carpenter and Williams 1995;

Dorris and Munoz 1998; Koval et al. 2004). Therefore, it is

possible that a saccade response could be prepared to a

predictable stimulus location. Switch costs might result

before stimulus onset if the change in instruction changes a

programmed response to this location. Alternatively, prior

information relating to the stimulus location may not be

able to change switch costs, if the instruction at fixation

and stimulus have the strongest effect of triggering a re-

sponse process.

Methods

Participants

Twelve different participants performed Experiment 3.

Three were male and the age range was 19–28. The labo-

ratory was identical to the one used in Experiment 1 for all

subjects.

Design and procedure

Two sessions were run and the order was counterbal-

anced for the twelve subjects. In one session the stimulus

appeared at the left and right location with equal prob-

ability. In the other session, the stimulus either appeared

75% on the left and 25% on the right for six subjects, or

25% on the left and 75% on the right for the other six

subjects. Therefore, for each subject we had trials where

the stimulus appeared at a low probability location (25%)

and trials where the stimulus appeared at a high proba-

bility location (75%). These low and high probability

locations were then compared to the second session of

50% stimulus probability, identical to Experiment 1 and

Experiment 2. All other aspects of the analysis were

identical to Experiment 1, and the probability that the

instruction would switch was 50%. Subjects were not

informed of the instruction switching or stimulus location

probability.

The experimental conditions were identical to those of

Experiments 1 and 2. Subjects were required to perform

200 correct trials per block, and completed 3 blocks in

total. Practice trials were given as in Experiments 1 and 2.

Results

Supplementary Table 3 shows statistically significant

switch costs and benefits for Experiment 3.

Response time

The manipulation of stimulus location probability did not

significantly affect the magnitude of switch costs

(Fig. 7b), F(1,2) < 2.28, P > 0.11, or when switch costs

developed with respect to stimulus onset (Fig. 7a). As

shown in Fig. 7a, response time switch costs and benefits

followed similar trends to the 50% switch trial probability

condition in Experiments 1 and 2. For instance, switch

costs were consistently found at the +200 ms switch time

(P < 0.01). Significant switch benefits occurred at the

–800 and –400 ms switch times, but not at other switch

times (Fig. 7a)

Switch costs at the +200 ms switch time for prosaccades

were significantly greater than those for antisaccades at the

high stimulus probability location (P < 0.05). The differ-

ence in switch costs at the 0 ms switch time between pro

and antisaccades for the low stimulus probability location

was also significant (P < 0.05).

Direction errors

As in response time analysis, there were no significant

differences in switch costs or benefits between the three

probability conditions F(1,2) < 1.62, P > 0.21 (Fig. 8b).

Significant switch costs were observed at the +200 ms

location in the 50% stimulus probability condition for an-

tisaccades (Fig. 8a, bottom-middle panel), and this switch

cost for antisaccades was significantly greater than for

prosaccades (P < 0.01) at +200 ms. Significant switch

costs were also observed at +200 ms in the 75% stimulus

probability location for prosaccades and antisaccades

(P < 0.05).
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Subjects made altogether more errors in the 25% stim-

ulus probability location for antisaccades than they did for

prosaccades. These are errors in which the subjects looked

to the stimulus (a prosaccade) which appeared in the low

probability location. This was significant across all switch

times except at +200 ms (P < 0.01). These errors were not

significantly different across the probability locations,

P > 0.09, other than at –800 ms, P < 0.01. Response times

for these errors were greater than 210 ms in all instances.

Discussion

We predicted that if subjects had prior information sug-

gesting that the stimulus will appear at one location, they

may be able to use this information to program a saccade in

advance of the stimulus. Therefore, switch costs might

result before stimulus onset if the change in instruction

changed a programmed saccade. The trend of antisaccade

error rates across the probability locations suggests that

subjects at least learned the location probability, and this

affected their performance. However, the pattern of switch

costs was identical to Experiments 1 and 2 (50% switch

probability). This suggests that stimulus predictability was

not enough to drive switch costs, and the main effect was

from the change of instruction after the stimulus and first

instruction specified a response.

General discussion

We identified in Experiment 1 that switching a response

program driven by physical information is a fundamental

property of task switching performance. Experiment 2
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demonstrated that prior information about an instruction

switching can influence switch costs, but switch costs still

result when a specified response changes. Experiment 3

verified that switch costs are related to switching a physi-

cally specified response, and not due to response prepara-

tion based on probable stimulus location. We believe that a

saccade response was automatically programmed based on

a combination of physically available information of fixa-

tion point color and stimulus location. Switch costs result

when the response is changed.

Accumulator model

A useful method to illustrate saccade response program-

ming is with an ‘accumulator model.’ An accumulator

model considers a response program as a neural signal that

begins at a baseline of activity, rises toward a threshold

level of activity, and triggers a response. The baseline level

of activity and the rate of rise to threshold can influence

when the response is executed, and whether this response

can be inhibited by competing programs (Carpenter 1981;

Carpenter and Williams 1995; Hanes and Carpenter 1999;

Hanes and Schall 1996; Logan et al. 1984; Sinha et al.

2006). These principles have been validated in neuro-

physiological recordings of saccade-related neurons in the

frontal eye-fields (FEF) and superior colliculus (SC)

(Dorris and Munoz 1998; Hanes and Schall 1996; Munoz

and Schall 2004; Paré and Hanes 2003) two critical areas

for saccade generation (Schiller et al. 1980).

In the current experiment, response time switch costs

can be modeled as saccade response signals that cross

threshold later on switch trials than on nonswitch trials

(Fig. 9a). We suggest that when the stimulus appears after

the first instruction, a neural response signal (pro or anti-

saccade) is automatically initiated from baseline activity

(following a delay in sensory to motor processing). On

switch trials, the change in instruction requires the alternate

saccade response signal to be initiated. Thus, switching the
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instruction after stimulus presentation requires reprogram-

ming a new response and suppressing the old response.

This is not required on nonswitch trials, resulting in non-

switch trial signals triggering a response earlier in time

than switch trial signals. On a switch trial, if the saccade

signal related to the original instruction is not inhibited and

crosses the threshold, a direction error is triggered corre-

sponding to an error rate switch cost.

On nonswitch trials, response signals that are initiated

before the second instruction result in ‘correct’ trials pro-

vided the saccades are executed 70 ms after the second

instruction (anticipatory if they cross before this time). If

the saccade response is initiated to the first instruction, this

would reduce the mean response time on correct nonswitch

trials, but would reduce the mean response time of direc-

tion errors on switch trials. To examine this possibility

behaviorally, we analyzed the response times of direction

errors in the interleaved tasks at the +200 ms switch time.

The mean response time for direction errors on antisaccade

switch trials was significantly shorter than on antisaccade

nonswitch trials in Experiments 1 (Day 2), Experiment 2,

and Experiment 3 at the 50% stimulus location probability

(P < 0.05). This trend was similar for prosaccades, how-

ever, it was only significant in Experiment 2. (Recall that

the percentage of direction errors was consistently below

5% for nonswitch prosaccade trials, resulting in highly

variable and sparse data for analysis). This supports the

proposal that response signals initiated to the first instruc-

tion that cross threshold result in short latency correct

nonswitch trials, but switch trial direction errors.

We propose that information related to the probability

that the instruction will switch can affect the rate of rise of

response signals initiated upon stimulus onset. This corre-

sponds to a voluntary component of task set. Upon pre-

sentation of the second instruction there would be a

difference in the level of activity depending on switch

probability (Fig. 9b). It has been shown when the ‘go’

signal to execute a saccade is presented, the initial level of

activity in the FEF and SC negatively correlates with

saccade response times (Dorris et al. 1997; Dorris and

Munoz 1998; Everling and Munoz 2000). It has also been

shown that pre-stimulus activity in some FEF and SC
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saccade neurons can be biased by saccadic probability

(Dorris and Munoz 1998). Therefore, when the probability

of switching is low (25%), response related activity may

increase to a higher level before the second instruction is

delivered (Fig. 9b), resulting in increased switch costs. The

small response time switch costs that occurred at -200 ms in

the 25% probability condition suggest the possibility that at

stimulus onset, another signal, related to the first rule, might

be at a higher level than the signal related to the second rule.

Therefore, if activity related to the representation of the first

rule is still higher upon stimulus presentation, switch costs

may result as the response signal on nonswitch would be

initially closer to threshold. Indeed, Sinha et al. (2006)

proposed a two-stage model of task-switching, such that

recognizing an instruction to switch was a rise-to-threshold

process that in turn dictated when the saccade response

signal commences. We cannot discount other explanations,

however, such as: reconfiguration to the new instruction

takes longer than 200 ms and therefore is reconfigured after

stimulus presentation on switch trials. This reconfiguration

time might vary with switch probability, accounting for

why this occurred only in the 25% switch condition

(Monsell 1996; Rogers and Monsell 1995).

Switch benefits

Unlike switch costs, switch benefits were not influenced by

instruction probability, and therefore do not reflect a

change in task set. They may result from an altering effect

that might alter the baseline activity or rate of rise to

threshold, resulting in the response signals triggering a

saccade earlier on switch trials.

Conclusions

We propose that switch costs result from the switching of a

response program, defined by a combination of physically

available information of stimulus position plus the pre-

sented instruction. Voluntary signals related to instruction

probability can modulate switch costs; however, switch

costs are still driven by the physical information. Switch

costs do not result from switching an instruction alone.

This suggests that we have the flexibility to change task set

related to rule representation, however, we are impaired at

switching task if a response processes is engaged.
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